A Season of Gratitude: Your Gifts at Work

Gratitude makes sense of our past, brings peace for today, and creates a vision for tomorrow.
–Melody Beattie

There are many reasons why I support Grand Itasca. I have been so very happy with the care I have received for so many years. It is so important to care for our community in the best way that we can, keeping care close to home.

–Jerry Kleven, Close to Home Campaign Steering Committee Member, Major Donor & 2018 Itasca County Outstanding Senior Volunteer
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Care Transformed: The Impact of Your Generosity
Grand Itasca’s Cancer & Infusion Center

Kelly Kirwin, Director
Grand Itasca Foundation

“Grand Itasca Foundation has been honored to be a part of this project from the start, and the entire project has far exceeded all of our expectations.”

“We kept hearing from patients and staff, each of whom had a laundry list of reasons why we needed a true infusion center and designated space for a cancer clinic with its own private entrance. And so, in partnership with the clinic and hospital, we presented our Close to Home capital campaign to the community. The community responded immediately and generously.”

“With over $2 million donated in support of this new space at Grand Itasca, we hope each individual donor feels proud to have been a part of this project. Your generosity has allowed Grand Itasca to touch so many patients’ lives and significantly improve the quality and comfort of their care.”

Joni Morse, RN, Director of Clinic Nursing

“Our new cancer clinic and Infusion space has allowed us to create an optimal healing environment for our compassionate and dedicated nurses and providers to care for our patients and their families close to home and bring harmony to their mind, body, and spirit.”

The Close to Home Capital Campaign donor recognition wall, designed and crafted by Itasca County artist, Aaron Squadroni.
Jean Hammann, RN
Infusion Nurse

“In the old space, both nurses and patients were uncomfortable because it felt like someone else was always listening. This new space is comfortable and private, which makes it easier for us to talk to our patients and focus directly on their needs and care. We have also expanded our scope of service to offer treatments we have not been able to provide in the past, and we can work more closely with our Pharmacy team and outside providers so that our patients get the very best care, right here at home.”

Brenda Goodell, RN, Infusion Nurse

“I believe the biggest impact of this new space is having Pharmacy and the Oncologist and Oncology PA right here. Patients can see their doctors for regular oncology appointments and receive infusion treatments all in one time frame instead of making two trips, which is more convenient and safer for the patient. And the teaching opportunities from the pharmacist to the patient and staff are so beneficial for everyone involved!”

What Our Patients Are Saying:

“I can’t believe we have such a beautiful place to come to in Grand Rapids, Minnesota! It sure beats driving to the cities or Mayo Clinic!”

“I believe the biggest impact of this new space is having Pharmacy and the Oncologist and Oncology PA right here. Patients can see their doctors for regular oncology appointments and receive infusion treatments all in one time frame instead of making two trips, which is more convenient and safer for the patient. And the teaching opportunities from the pharmacist to the patient and staff are so beneficial for everyone involved!”

Theresa Fox, Pharm D, Lead Pharmacist

“The new infusion area allows nurses, pharmacists, and providers to operate as an integrated team to provide the best care possible for our patients. Information that was previously exchanged via phone call between members of the care team located in separate areas of the building can now be exchanged face to face, allowing us to collaborate more effectively to treat the patient as a whole. Patients have instant access to a pharmacist should they have any questions about the medications they are receiving or their side effects. This is the care model that we have hoped for!”
Because of You...

2018 BURGGRAF’S ACE HARDWARE CARING FORE KIDS CHARITY CLASSIC

YOUR GIFTS AT WORK RIGHT NOW

Grand Itasca patients now have the option to choose 3-D mammography, thanks in part to a $240,000 grant made possible by your gifts to Grand Itasca Foundation. The new technology provides more detailed pictures of the breast and has features that allow for greater patient comfort.

CARING FORE KIDS DOLLARS AT WORK:

- New bassinets in the Women’s Health & Birth birthing suites
- New iPads for the pediatric rehab team
- Grand Itasca teddy bears and gift cards for extra brave pediatric patients
- Pediatric therapy equipment and additional pediatric care training for staff
- SPOT vision screener for kid-friendly, hands-off vision issue detection
- Kidzspace gaming system for pediatric rehab waiting room and main clinic waiting room

Grand Itasca Foundation is so willing to do things that enhance the patient experience, whether it’s little things like chocolate and flowers for our patients or the new 3-D mammography machine.

—Kim Morse, RT(R)(M)
Mammography Technologist
Close to Home Capital Campaign Recap

The Close to Home capital campaign was established in Fall 2016 by a group of 18 volunteer community leaders, in partnership with Grand Itasca Clinic & Hospital. The task at hand was to raise funds to bring the space in which we serve cancer and infusion patients up to the same standard of exceptional care that our patients have come to expect.

The campaign fundraising goal was $2 million, which would be used to transform existing hospital space into clinical space for a cancer clinic and infusion center.

The campaign kicked off publicly in February 2017, and within six months, the $2 million fundraising goal was exceeded.

Construction began in Summer 2017 and the doors to the current oncology clinic and infusion center accepted their first patient in February 2018, one year after the campaign launched. More than 500 donors graciously came together to make real the vision of creating a cancer clinic and infusion center that brings together the very best in medicine, comfort and compassionate care, close to home.

Because of You, Cancer & Infusion Care is Now Close to Home

Thank you to the hundreds of donors who gave generously to the Close to Home Campaign!

$500,000+
Blandin Foundation

$250,000 - $499,999
Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation Board
Jerry & Shirley Miner

$50,000 - $99,999
Jerry Kleven

$25,000 - $49,999
Daryl and Scott Erdman
Grand Itasca Volunteer Services
Jim and Kathy Hoolihan
Terry and Muggs Matteson
Minnesota Power Foundation
Lisa Owens and Jeff Johnson
Paul Bunyan Communications
Mike and Corinne Youso

$10,000 - $24,999
Affinity Plus Credit Union
American Bank of the North
Keith and Janet Anderson
Estate of Miriam Campbell
Dede Emerson
Grand Rapids State Bank
Hawkinson Construction
Itasca Hospice Foundation
Mike and Mary Ives
Tony and Kelly Jerulle
Ron and Katherine Johnson
Charles Kampen and Pamela Rajala
Tom and Tina Karges
Kraus-Anderson
Shawn and Kristi Matteson

*All of us at Grand Itasca are beyond grateful for the immeasurable contributions that Barb Arbour made to the Close to Home Campaign for Cancer Care. Barb’s incredible generosity, passion, and strength was a true gift to us all and will continue to inspire us every day.

To all of our community volunteers, Grand Itasca Foundation board members, and Grand Itasca staff who helped make the Close to Home Campaign a success, we are forever grateful!

CLOSE TO HOME CAMPAIGN STEERING COMMITTEE:

Dale Adams, Co-Chair
Barb Arbour*, Co-Chair
Joe Cargill
Cassi Chrzanowski
Jean Hammann
Mike Ives
Cory Jackson
Jerry Kleven

STAFF
Mike Youso, CEO
Kelly Kirwin, Foundation Director
Close to Home Campaign Donors
Continued from Page 5

$5,000 - $9,999
Dale and Gayle Adams
Steve and Barb Arbour
Steve and Amber Burggraf Family
Patricia Carlin-Janssen, MD and Conley Janssen
Deerwood Bank
Desktop Concepts LLC
First National Bank of Coleraine
Keith and Pam Friesen
Grand Rapids Area Community Foundation
Rick and Vicky Harding
Patty and Bob Holycross
Karen Karls
Barbara Klabough
Miskovich Dental Clinic, Peter and Molly Miskovich, Mike and Elizabeth Miskovich
Ralph and Dr. Deb Nyquist
Dr. Paul Palecek
Gerling Family
Peder and Maren Gaalaas
Chris and Johnnie Fulton
Peter and Christine Friedlieb
Derek and Theresa Fox
Kris Ferraro
Ken and Sandy Ericson
Jeff Ericson and Kelly Kirwin
Troy, Cathy, Bailey
Ben and Nicole Edwards
Paul and Donalyn Dealy
Cathy Davies and Larry Johnson
Anne E. Campbell
CAP BAKERS CLUB
Joel and Dr. Kathryn Cargill
Jack and Angie Carlisle
Joel and Dr. Kathryn Cargill
Jack and Angie Carlisle
Virginia Johnson
Alene and Mary Jo Jess
Dr. Lisa M. L. Johnson
Dr. Paul Palecek
Jack and Angie Carlisle
Joel and Dr. Kathryn Cargill
Jack and Angie Carlisle
Virginia Johnson
Alene and Mary Jo Jess
Dr. Lisa M. L. Johnson
Dr. Paul Palecek
Anne E. Campbell
Bonnie Eye Clinic Employees
Mike and Cathy Bousquet
Angel N Bradshaw
Scott and Lorrie Beth Bradt
Steven and Diane Bradt
Karen Breker
David Broberg and Jacqueline Toftte
Sheila Brogger
Leonard and Phyllis Brown
Cindy Brummer
Katherine Burns-Christenson
Sharon Burt
Karen Buske
Amanda Butterfield
Bob and Mary Cahill
Warren and Jeanne Candy
Dan Carlson
Calley Caron
Kori Castle
Briana Cemensky
Linda Chambers
Cindy Chambers
Rodger and Carol Chase
Bruce and Shelby Christensen
Carol & Rollie Church
Christy Clark
Tara R. Clark
Michaela Cleveland
Elisha Cleveland
Lucy Cline
Cary Cole-Anthony, MD
and Matthew Anthony
Karen Cook
Duane and Sandy Crowe
Alyssa Daigle
Gretchen Danielson
Renee and Duane Danielson
Denise and Gerald Davies
Nate and Mandi Davis
Robert and Mary Lou Dezelske
Freya Dick
Joan Dokken
Tom and Mary Drazenovich
Kim Dummm
Mark and Abbie Edminster
Duane and Anna Eells
Rosealee Emerick
Nathan and Bree Erickson and Family
Janelle Erickson
Thomas and Karan Erson
Thomas and Jeanne Fasteland

$1,000 - $4,999
G.S. Adams, III
Phil and Pat Anderson
Dennis and Betty Anderson
Stephen and Nichole Arbour
Karen and John Arnold
Arrowhead Promotion & Fulfillment Co., Inc.
Will and Bernie Backes
Linda Bauer
Darrel and Marion Benson
Blandin Employees for Life
Barbara Blank
Carol J. Brandon
Matt and Charity Branstad
Anne E. Campbell
CAP BAKERS CLUB
Joel and Dr. Kathryn Cargill
Jack and Angie Carlisle
Amber and Jeremy Carlson, MD
Jim and Kay Carvey
Casper Construction Inc.
Jake & Cassi Chrzanowski and Family
David Claypool
Wayne and Marlene Cole
Cole Hardware Inc.
Matthew and Sarah Copeland
Greg and Diana Cornell
Mary W. Custer
Cathy Davies and Larry Johnson
Paul and Donalyn Dealy
Ben and Nicole Edwards
Troy, Cathy, Bailey and Arianna Erickson
Jeff Ericson and Kelly Kirwin
Ken and Sandy Ericson
Kris Ferraro
Carrie and Marc Fowler, MD
Derek and Theresa Fox
Peter and Christine Friedlieb
Chris and Johnnie Fulton
Federico and Maren Gaalaas
Girling Family
Steve and Cindy Gilbertson
Donald and Phyllis Gornwich
Grand Rapids North Star Women’s Club
Grand Rapids Rotary Club
Grand Rapids USBC Women’s Bowling Association
Grand Rapids Veterinary Clinic
Louie and Janeen Gueltzow
Margaret and Don Haapoja
Sara Hammann
B.J. Hansen
Jamison and Shannon Harker
David and Susan Hayes
HCD Foundation
Family and Friends
Mike and Mary Jo Hendrick
Henry Hesse and Family
Deborah Hogenson
Ruth Hoolihan
Hopkins Electric
Bruce and Emmy Humrickhouse
Larke L. Huntley
and Lana C. Bjorgum
David and Leah Huso
Dr. Philip Imholte and Tara Makenin
Itasca County Health Fund
Dr. Anne Toft and Cory Jackson
Mike and Missy Jenner
Dr. Lee and Mary Jo Jess
Dr. Lisa M. L. Johnson
Louis and Virginia Johnston
Paul Kampa and Susanne Horn
Terry and Janice Kangas
The Kangas-Olson Family
Mrs. Donna Kelly
Carla Kirwin
Robert and Stacy Klevin
Rick and Patty Klevin
Kent and Shelly Koerbitz
Dennis and Jean Koewler
Mary Kosak
Lake Country Furniture
Ronald and Deborah L’Amie
Jamie Lemke and Family
Ben and Cecelia Lewis
Michael and Carolyn Liebe
Kathy and Bill Linder
Laron Mangan
Kent and Judy MacAlpine
Jean MacDonell and Mike LeClaire
Jim and Pam Mark
David and Sharon Marty
Susan Mattson
Mike Mcginnis and Ann Clark
Mike and Alie McNerney
Dr. John and Mary Margaret McMahon
William and Cindy Mcnichols
Pat and Donna Medure
Sonja Merrill
Patrick and Joni Namyst
Brian and Jeanne Nickelson
Peter Nord and Anne Lewis
Jonny and Amanda Okeh
David and Dawn Olson
Maybeth Olson
Traci and Bob Olson
Vickie L. Olson and Family
Mary O’Neill
Annette and Tom Pagel
Doug and Jan Pattison
Jon and Heather Pederson
Deb Petetelli
Judy Pittack and Family
Alice and Ray Pletcher

“Every person needs to be an advocate for the hospital, clinic, and the Foundation. There are a lot of things that make this place special!”

–Alice Fletcher, hospital volunteer,
Grand Itasca Foundation donor
(and was born at the hospital in 1943)

$1 - $999
Jim Affleck
Alliant Energy Foundation
Jean Anderson
Joel and Theresa Anderson
Emily Anderson
Stacy Anderson
Mike and Pat Andrews
Rebecca Andrist
Linda Anwiler
Jessica Arbour
Michelle Arbour
Jay and Yvonne Van Arnsm
Jeanne Arsenault
Tim and Rachel Aunan
Keith Austin
Gayle Batchelder
Kevin and Liat Beamish
Bonnie Beck
Heidi L. Belanger

Denise J. Benson
Dana and Libby Benton
Bill Berg
Jennifer Berkeley
Renee Bettenberg
Janet Bilden
David and Beth Bily
Rick and Kathleen Blake
Elizabeth Block
Bonner Eye Clinic Employees
Mike and Cathy Bousquet
Angel N Bradshaw
Scott and Lorrie Beth Bradt
Steven and Diane Bradt
Karen Breker
David Broberg and Jacqueline Toftte
Sheila Brogger
Leonard and Phyllis Brown
Cindy Brummer
Katherine Burns-Christenson
Sharon Burt
Karen Buske
Amanda Butterfield
Bob and Mary Cahill
Warren and Jeanne Candy
Dan Carlson
Calley Caron
Kori Castle
Briana Cemensky
Linda Chambers
Cindy Chambers
Rodger and Carol Chase
Bruce and Shelby Christensen
Carol & Rollie Church
Christy Clark
Tara R. Clark
Michaela Cleveland
Elisha Cleveland
Lucy Cline
Cary Cole-Anthony, MD
and Matthew Anthony
Karen Cook
Duane and Sandy Crowe
Alyssa Daigle
Gretchen Danielson
Renee and Duane Danielson
Denise and Gerald Davies
Nate and Mandi Davis
Robert and Mary Lou Dezelske
Freya Dick
Joan Dokken
Tom and Mary Drazenovich
Kim Dummm
Mark and Abbie Edminster
Duane and Anna Eells
Rosealee Emerick
Nathan and Bree Erickson and Family
Janelle Erickson
Thomas and Karan Erson
Thomas and Jeanne Fasteland
Close to Home Campaign donors and Grand Itasca staff enjoying the new space together at the donors' reception.

Eddythe Hill
Barry and Susan Hines
Lorinda Holm
Amanda and Andy Horton
Lynn Arbour Houston
Ty and Sandy Hubbard
Harry and Trudy Huffer
Audra Huntley
Cindy laizzo
Andy and Patti Istvanovich
Barb James
Kari James
Judith E. Johnson
Mike and Brenda Johnson
David Johnson
Quin and Jane Johnson
Amanda Jones
Chuck and Pamala Jurvelin
Dr. Hans & Mrs. Kristin Kaldahl
Kris and Heidi Kilduff
Tari Kinnunen
Cathy Cleary and Roy Kjorlien
Dave and Mindy Klebe
Gary and Sharon Kleinendorst
Anna and Mark Klenmer
Shirley Kongsjord
Steve and Paulette Kutschat
Amber Lattimer
Mike LeLonek
Jamie LeMahieu
Sandy and David Lenarz
David and Susan Lick
Lola Scott Lindberg
Rachel Lindsay
Laurie Lloyd
Willow and Steven Loney
Becky Longtin
Colin and Linda Loucks
Marv Lundquist and
Shannon Schaffer
Jim and Carol Luoma
Dan and Cynthia Margo
Jean Marinaro
Taylor L. Dorholt
Jim and Cheryl Martinetto
Lawrence Marx
James and Teresa Matetich
Harriet and Pierre Mattei
Dr. Perry McCalen
Brenda McIntyre
Kathleen Mellas
Nathan and Carissa Menefee
Keith and Lori Menzel
Isaac and Regan Meyer
Gary and Shirley Miller
Randy Miller
Jeff and Karen Milliken
Scott Milliken
Dennis and Pamela Moos
Robert Morin
Betty Moran
Kathie Moran
Mary J. Peluf
Delores M. Peluso
Lindsey Peratalo
Danielle Perron
Dick and Betty Perry
Andrew Peterson
Michelle Peterson
Denise Plois
Becky Prickett
Barbara Prodahl
Becky Quincer
Paul and Jane Quitney
Patti Radermacher
Terri J. Radovich
Ron and Jeanne Rasmussen
Terry and Marilynne Rassier
Casey and Georgette Renslow
Lee and Leslee Ringdahl
Sarah Roberts
Susan Romanik
Jessica Ross
RSM US LLP
Joe Rust
Dr. Bill Rutherford
Tessa Marie Sackett
Irene Salisbury
Sandra Sampson
Roger Savolainen
Brittney Saw
Elisa Schaar
Karen Schlink
Jessica A Schmitz
Jesi Scholer
LaDonna Seppala
Bill and Diane Sergot
Bob and Carole Shankland
Amy Sheldon
Debra Showen
Nancy Simonson
Cate Sjostrand
Diane Skelly
Dara and Doug Skelton
Cory and Julie Skorczewski
Tereese Smits
Jerry and Mary Jo Snustad
Neelie Spangler
Mary Ann Spoden
Joe and Carol Spooner
St. Joseph's Council of
Catholic Women
Lori Staydohar
Richard and Helen Steffens
Samantha Stolp
Val Stuber
Thomas Stuber
Debbie Sutherland
LeRoy Sutherland
Steve and June Sventkofsk
Joy Tavis
Billie Taylor
Tessman Company
Richard Thouin
Gerald Troumbly
Karla Tschida
Marc Vaillancourt
Mary Jane Van Arnam
Corrine Vaneps
Josey Varberg
Wayne and Donna Venrie
Sandy and Ellen Verry
Rose and Dan Villeneuve
Mary Warmbold
Susan Wass
Lavila and Stan Weckwerth
Robert and Susan Wiersma
Dottie Wilde

Grand Itasca Foundation
Board of Directors

Amanda Okech
Board Chair
Cory Jackson
Vice Chair
Andy Shermoen
Treasurer
Tara Makinen
Secretary
Dale Adams
Charity Branstad, RN
Amber Burggraf
Joe Cargill
Patty Carlin-Janssen, MD
Angie Gunderson, OTRL
Cricket Guyer
Ron Johnson
Jerry Klevend
Mary Kosak
Sue Mattson
Melissa Walters, PharmD
Steve Wright

Kelly Kirwin
Foundation Director

1601 Golf Course Road
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
granditasca.org/foundation
218-999-1009
Our Story of Caring

Grand Itasca Foundation has been part of the Greater Itasca County community since 1986. In that time, a lot has changed, but the Foundation has remained committed to our community.

We are your neighbors. We believe that the best relationships are built on trust. We believe in loyalty and integrity, and that our community is strong because we show up for each other in times of need. From bringing a pot of soup to your neighbor’s front door, to shoveling their driveway when they are ill, kindness flourishes here.

As the giving arm of Grand Itasca Clinic & Hospital, we believe in working elbow-to-elbow with our providers and community to nurture a culture of generosity. In harnessing the collective giving power of our community. In being responsible stewards of that generosity and believing in the highest quality of care for our patients.

As the pace of the world becomes ever more frantic, we believe in slowing down. In listening, especially during the hardest moments. We believe in planting a seed today to create shade for our grandchildren tomorrow.

From our tiniest neighbors to our wisest souls, we believe that every person should have access to quality health care close to home.

We are humbled by your support, and we look forward to seeing what the future holds.

We hope you’ll continue to be a part of our journey.

- Kelly Kirwin and the Board of Grand Itasca Foundation